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Đề thi giữa học kì 1 lớp 10 môn Anh 2020 - Đề số 1 

I. PHONICS: 

Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

1. A. sister B. grocery C. family D. wife 

2. A. allergy B. imagine C. sugar D. oxygen 

3. A. skull B. pump C. duty D. lung 

Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three 

in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

4. A. household B. ailment C. inspire D. compound 

5. A. breadwinner B. allergy C. digestive D. benefit 

II. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: 

Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to complete the sentence. 

6. Every day I ……up at 6 o’clock,……… breakfast at 6.30 and…….. for work at 7.30. 

A. get/ eat/ leave                  B. have got/ eating/ leaving 

C. got/ate/ left                       D. will get/ have eaten/ left 

7. This house…….. in 1990. 

A. built       B. was built        C. is built     D. was building 

8. Listen! Someone (cry) in the next room. 

A. is crying       B. are crying      C. cries        D. cry 

9.I like Math and she (like) Literature. 

A. likes          B. liking         C. is liking           D. is like 

10. ____________originated in China. 

A. muscle         B. harmony       C. body parts         D. acupuncture 
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11. _______ is the controller of the body. Led by the brain and nerves, it allows us to 

move, talk and feel emotions. 

A. Circulatory system            B. Digestive system 

C. Nervous system               D. Skeletal system 

12. As planned, I _______ my parents this weekend. 

A. am going to visit         B. visit          C. will visit     D. visiting 

13. I feel terrible. I think I (be) sick. 

A. am        B. am being     C. will being        D. will be 

Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correcting 

14. Look at (A) those black clouds (B)! It is (C)going to raining (D). 

15. The (A) building will (B) build (C) by Sunshine company (D) next month. 

III. READING: 

1. Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits 

each of the numbered blanks: 

My(16)_______ family consists of 4 members. My husband is an engineer at a big 

company in Hanoi. I am an English teacher at an international school. We have a six-

year-old son and a three-year-old daughter. All of the members often spend time 

(17)_____ the household chores with each other in the evening. My husband and I(18) 

_____ dinner together. My children help me clean the house. Although there(19)_____ a 

lot of duties around the house, I am not tired because my husband joins(20) _______ to 

do housework with me. 

16. A. extended        B. huge       C. nuclear       D. big 

17. A. doing      B. did        C. to do           D. do 

18. A. cook         B. watch         C. take       D. bring 

19. A. is        B. are         C. was         D. were 

20. A. hearts    B. heads     C. feet       D. hands 

2. Read the passage below and choose one correct answer for each question. 
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Tuberculosis (T.B) is a serious disease that mainly affects the lungs. It is caused by 

bacteria. It spreads easily when a person with the disease coughs or sneezes. In serious 

cases, it causes coughing up blood, chest pain, high body temperature, weight loss and 

death. T.B usually can be cured with medicines. In Amsterdam, ministers from 20 

countries signed a declaration to act against T.B. The ministers agreed to establish 

effective systems to provide medicines for people who have T.B and they would work to 

develop an effective vaccine to prevent the disease. The stop T.B Program organized by 

the World Health Organization (WHO) says 98% of the 2 million T.B deaths each year 

are in developing countries and 95% of the 8 million new T.B cases each year are in poor 

countries. 

21. T.B is a serious disease that mainly affects the _______. 

A. heart          B. kidneys          C. lungs       D. brain 

22.In serious cases, T.B causes ________________. 

A. coughing up blood and chest pain. 

B. high body temperature and weight loss. 

C. death. 

D. all are correct. 

23. T.B ______. 

A. can be cured with medicines 

B. cannot be cured with medicines 

C. can be prevented with a vaccine 

D. A and C 

24. _______countries signed a declaration to act against T.B. 

A. 12         B. 20          C. 98      D. 95 

25. How many people die of T.B every year? 

A. 98,000        B. 2 million       C. 8 million        D. 10 million 

IV. WRITING: 
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1. Put the words/ phrases in the correct order to have correct sentences. 

26. a. and my wife always 

b. I always cook dinner 

c. In my family, 

d. does the laundry 

A. c-b-d-a            B. b-c-a-d    

C. c-b-a-d            D. a-c-b-d 

27. a. help with child care 

b. from grandparents 

c. In the past, 

d. many families got 

A. c-d-b-a                          B. c-d-a-b 

C. d-c-a-b                          D. b-d-c-a 

2. Change these sentences from active into passive: 

28. We clean our rooms. 

> Our rooms………………………………………………………………… 

29. We should wear warm clothes before going outside 

> Warm clothes……………………………………………………………… 

30. He gave her a watch on her birthday. 

> She…………………………………………………………………………. 

Đáp án đề kiểm tra giữa kì 1 lớp 10 môn Anh 2020 (Đề số 1) 

I. PHONICS: 
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Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

1 - D;   2 - C;   3 - C; 

Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three 

in the position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

4 - C;   5 - C; 

II. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: 

Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to complete the sentence. 

6 - A;  7 - B;  8 - A;   9 - A;   10 - D;  11 - C;  12 - A;   13 - A; 

Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correcting 

15 - D;   16 - C; 

III. READING: 

1. Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits 

each of the numbered blanks: 

16 - C;   17 - A;   18 - A;   19 - B;   20-  D 

2. Read the passage below and choose one correct answer for each question. 

21 - C;   22 - D;    23 - A;    24 - B;   25 - B; 

IV. WRITING: 

1. Put the words/ phrases in the correct order to have correct sentences. 

26 - C;    27 - B; 

2. Change these sentences from active into passive: 

28 - Our rooms are cleant. 

29 - Warm clothes should be worn before going outside. 

30 - She was given a watch on her birthday. 
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